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ABSTRACT
In an era of the industrial internet of things (IoT), data transferred or saved is always vulnerable to attacks.
The IoT networks are needed for implementing security in IoT devices. The IoT networks are considered as
secured with authentication and encryption, but these networks are not protected against cyber-attacks.
Although there exist hundreds of data protection systems, but there are some shortcomings as well. Thus,
anomaly detection takes the responsibility upon itself to make various kinds of attacks less vulnerable.
This is achieved by making use of the power of data mining algorithms and tools to analyze and cap-
ture any anomalous network traffic. Swarm intelligence has been integrated with data mining to generate
lightweight but robust methods to detect and identify the flow of data effectively. This review paper pur-
sues a twofold goal. First is to review various swarm-based anomaly detectionmethods and to provide new
insights in that direction. Secondly, to replenish the literaturewith fresh reviews on swarm-based datamin-
ing studies based on anomaly detection. Further it discusses variousmethods and architectures of anomaly
detection based on statistical, machine learning and data mining techniques.
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Introduction

The internet of things (IoT) is a collection of objects or devices
(things) such as sensors, transceivers and actuators that have the
ability to collect and analyze data about themselves and their
environment to act intelligently to other objects through the
internet [1]. IoT can be applied in all aspects of our life for bet-
ter enjoyment andmanagement. IoT is a heterogeneous network
that is more complex than other networks. As it becomes perva-
sive every day, attacks against it are also increasing. Monitoring
such kind of networks is quiet challenging and hard because of
the large number of connected devices and the heterogeneity
of the exchanged data. Generally, an IoT device gathers sensing
data and sends it to a central system for further processing via
gateways. Anomalies in data forwarded by IoT devices might be
identified at an application layer in the central systems [2]. Min-
imum attention has been paid to mining data generated by IoT
devices themselves. Anomaly-based Intrusion Detection Sys-
tems are cyber-attack detection techniques designed to detect
intrusions andmisuse by capturing system/network activity and
classifying it as either normal or anomalous behavior. IDS must
have low false alarm rate (FAR) with high attack detection rate
(DR) at the same time. This paper discusses several method-
ologies and techniques used to reduce the anomalous behavior
of networks in IoT systems. There is a need to represent bio-
inspired methodologies and techniques to reduce the FAR and
increase the DR.

Swarm Intelligence (SI) is a collection of bio-inspired
methodologies, techniques and algorithms for complex problem
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solving. It simulates the collaborative behavior (for example,
ants foraging, bee foraging and birds flocking) of some insects,
birds and fishes to solve complex tasks like searching food, nest
organization, movement synchronization or travelling as a sin-
gle entity with high speed [3]. The main focus of SI is to design
robust systems that can operate intelligently without central-
ized control [4]. Examples of SI methodologies are ant colony
optimization (ACO), particle swarm optimization (PSO) and
artificial bee colony (ABC) [5]. Thus, SI-based IDS are more fit
to the IoT environment as they are generally lightweight systems
to be implemented. This paper has three main contributions for
the researchers of this domain.

(1) From the existing literature, 45 papers were studied in
detail and summarized in a tabular format for identifying
several data sets and ADS.

(2) It is observed that the literature highlights more about the
FAR and DR from different research carried out in this
domain.

(3) This paper attempts to classify and categorize the litera-
ture about this subject. Furthermore, the usage of review-
ing SI models discussed and examined in the detection
of abnormal data or behavior. This paper is structured
as follows. Section 2 discusses the anomaly detection
techniques and their categories. Section 3 presents SI-
based IDS. Section 4 provided a detailed discussion before
the paper is concluded. Finally, conclusion is drawn in
Section 5.

© 2018 Informa UK Limited, trading as Taylor & Francis Group
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Anomaly detection techniques

The threat of cyber-attacks, crimes and terror is increasing
exponentially. After years of research in the area of cyber secu-
rity, it is well known that the current cyber infrastructure is
not efficient enough and thus need many more improvements.
This has motivated the development of IDS systems as adap-
tive defensemechanisms. IDS systems are categorized into three
classes, namely signature, anomaly and hybrid detection sys-
tems. The first class identifies patterns of traffic supposed to be
malicious. The second class compares such patterns to normal
baseline and the third class combines techniques from both the
techniques [6–8]. This paper focuses on the second class which
is anomaly detection systems. Several techniques for anomaly
detections are available for detecting insider attacks such as
identifying credit card thefts, application fraud and account
takeover. An anomaly detection system generates an alert when-
ever the user performs any action that is beyond the user’s
normal profile. It detects unknown attacks that are not identi-
fied previously through two phases. These are the training phase
in which the profile of normal traffic is described and the test-
ing phase in which the profile of learning applied to new data.
Several architectures can be found in the literature. These are
the statistical, data-mining and machine learning-based tech-
niques [8].

An intrusion detection system has been designed using the
Fuzzy Q-learning (FQL) algorithm [9] to protect wireless nodes
within the network and target nodes from DDoS attacks to
detect the attack patterns and take appropriate countermea-
sures. A distributed intrusion detection system named Cooper-
ative IDS [10] had been represented to protect wireless nodes
within the network and target nodes from DDoS attacks by
using a Cooperative Fuzzy Q-learning (Co-FQL) optimization
algorithmic technique to identify the attack patterns. A fuzzy
theory named FR TRUST has been introduced in a trust over-
lay network that models the storage of reputation information
and network structure. This fuzzy theory is used by the system
to estimate a peer trust level, which may be either Low,Medium
or High [11]. Several security issues and network attacks are
discussed by Javadi et al. [12] addressing service problems of
unsolved quality which can produce a serious security issue
in WBANs with substantial potential. Various methods and
architectures of anomaly detection systems are reviewed and
classified in this paper. These include machine learning-based
techniques, data-mining-based techniques and statistical-based
techniques. Figure 1 depicts the main hierarchy for existing
anomaly detection-based IDS. Each of them is discussed in the
following section.

Machine learning techniques

The type of systems that enhance their performance based on
their previous state are referred asMachine Learning techniques
[8]. Feizollah et al. [13] evaluated several machine learning
classifiers and they are discussed in the following subsections.

Bayesian networks
A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph in which the
nodes are associated with probability functions. It is used in the

Figure 1. Classification of anomaly detection-based IDs.

suppression of false alarms and classification tasks within the
anomaly detection domain. Speed of the Bayesian network is
not high, it will be significant to use when the data set is very
large [8].

Neural network
It is a collection of interrelated nodes created to emulate the
human brain functions. Each node has a weighted connection
to various other nodes in neighboring layers [14]. In the neural
network approach, it learns to interpret the nature of the differ-
ent daemons and users into the intrusion detection system. The
prime benefit of neural networks is their strength to uncertain
information and unreliable data and their ability to determine
the results from data without having previous knowledge of the
data regularities.

Support vectormachine
Support vector machine (SVM) are a group of related super-
vised learning tasks used for regression and classification [15].
It is mostly used in the pattern recognition field and also used
in anomaly detection systems. The one class SVM is based on
one example set belonging to a specific class and positive exam-
ple, rather than using both negative and positive example.When
compared to neural networks in the KDD cup data set, it was
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noticed that SVM out performed Neural Network in terms of
accuracy and FAR in several types of attack [16].

Principal components analysis
A technique called principal component analysis (PCA) [17]
is introduced for facing the problem of high-dimensional data
sets. PCA is useful in several domains such as pattern recogni-
tion, anomaly detection and image compression. For example,
the anomaly detection schemewas introduced by Shyu et al. [18]
in which the dimensionality of the audit data is reduced.

Markovmodels
Markov chains have also been applied for anomaly detection.
For example, in the study of Ye et al. [19], the normal activities
of a network systemare represented by aMarkov-chainmodel of
heuristic data. Such kind of data was analyzed to infer the prob-
ability of supporting the normal activities. An example of how
the Markov chain is generated can be depicted by two colored
die, each one referring to one of two system states: normal or
abnormal. The probability of transmitting from the current state
to the next state is depicted by a colored ball chosen from a bag.
Another Markov-chain technique is called the Hidden Markov
model (HMM) in which some of the system states are hidden
from the user.

Datamining techniques

Data mining techniques are applied to anomaly-based IDS with
an aim of building a predictive or perspective model from
the network under monitoring. The applications of data min-
ing in anomaly detection and its future scope were reviewed
by Mukhopadhyay et al. [20]. Several data mining approaches
can be found in the literature, they are classification-based,
clustering-based and rule-based discovery.

Classification-based approach
The classification-based anomaly detection system is consid-
ered as a system that has the ability to identify the data as anoma-
lous or normal [21]. The process of classification commonly
includes several steps:

(1) Analyze classes and class attributes from training data.
(2) Analyze attributes.
(3) Use the training data to learn the model.
(4) Apply the learned model to distribute the unknown data

samples.

To accomplish the above steps several techniques for classifica-
tion are introduced such as fuzzy logic, inductive rule genera-
tion techniques and genetic algorithms.

Outlier detection/clustering-based approach
The patterns in unlabeled data with several dimensions can be
identified using the clustering-based approach [22]. Clustering
algorithms are efficient to diagnose anomalies without prior
knowledge. Outlier Detection and Clustering are jointly related.
From the perspective of anomaly detection, the objects that are
not placed in the clusters of a data set can be represented as
attacks/intrusions.

Rule-based discovery approach
In data mining, the events that tend to exist together can be
expressed using the rule-based discovery association approach
[23]. Two important concepts are rule support and rule con-
fidence to deal with the association rules. The rules are used
to mine collected traffic data to obtain normal patterns for
anomaly detection. They are also used to design an anomalous
connections summary identified by the IDs.

Statistical techniques

The system can monitor its activities to initiate profiles and
exhibit their behavior. The profile generally involves measures
such as audit record distributionmeasure, categorical measures,
activity intensitymeasure and ordinalmeasure [24].Mostly, two
profiles aremanaged for each subject: the stored and the current
profile. As the network events are processed, the IDS notifies the
degree of inconsistencies for the particular event as an anomaly
by comparing the stored profile with the current profile using an
abnormality function of all measures within the profile. An alert
is generated by the intrusion detection system, if the anomaly
score is greater than a certain threshold.

In statistical approaches, the anomaly detection scheme
does not need prior knowledge of attacks or flaws. Statisti-
cal approaches can provide accurate notification of malicious
activities that are generally recognized over extended duration
and are best indicators of impending denial-of-service (DoS)
attacks. Ports scan is a common example of such an activity.
Generally, the distribution of ports, scan is greatly anoma-
lous in comparison to the normal distribution of traffic. An
enhanced version of IDES termed as theNext-Generation Intru-
sion Detection Expert System (NIDES) [25] was considered as
real time IDS for constant monitoring of user activity or could
run in a batch mode for periodic analysis of the audit data.

Swarm intelligence algorithms in IDS

The term ‘Swarm Intelligence’ was firstly triggered by Beni
et al. [26] in context of the ‘intelligent’ behavior in the cellu-
lar robotics system. Later on, the term transformed into mature
research field of methodologies, techniques and algorithms for
problem solving in artificial intelligence. SImethodologies draw
their inspiration from the behavior of birds, insects and fishes,
and their ability to work as a group of agents. Indeed, the indi-
vidual intelligence of such social agents is limited. However,
when they socially connect with each other or with their envi-
ronment they seem to be able to perform difficult tasks without
the presence of a centralized authority (for example, the queen
of the colony). Because of the maturation, simplicity, robust-
ness and adaptively of SI algorithms, they have been successfully
applied in anomaly detection.

Ant colony optimization

ACO is a meta-heuristic to solve optimization problems simu-
lating the behaviors of ant colonies in biology such as the food
foraging behavior [27]. Ants swarm is being able to continually
locate the shortest way from their nest to the food. Ants lay a
chemical substance called Pheromone into the ground through
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their trip searching for food [28]. Laid pheromone will attract
forager ants to follow the same trip paths. The other ants find
and move to the location with the chemical substance, ants will
tend tomove along the path instead of moving in a random pat-
tern. After some time, in some paths, the chemical substance
or pheromone will evaporate which results in the reduction of
attracting the ants and then they find and move to the position
with pheromone which is more likely to strengthen the attrac-
tion. At the end of the path, the ants with poor performance will
disappear. ACO meta-heuristic transformed this natural opti-
mization into a computational optimization process for problem
solving.

Feature selection is one of the optimization problems that
IDS suffer from. ACO is one of the nominated techniques to
solve such kind of problems because of its simplicity and quick
convergence. Aghdam and Kabiri [29] designed a new heuristic
function based on the length of the selected feature vector. In
spite of using ACO to speed up the convergence, the proposed
model used the Ant System variant model which is not one of
the best ACO models such as the Max-Min Ant System.

The ACO-based clustering method is used to detect the out-
liers [7], it performs a data preprocessing that leads to detect
the outliers. Each ant compares the property value with the ini-
tial point set and checks data points importance and updates
the values of the pheromones of other ants. Finally, the data
points are selected and the final clusteringmatrix is obtained.All
the remaining data points (unselected) are considered as out-
lier. ACO-based clustering have an acceptable correctness rate
without initializing the centers and the number of clusters.

Hamamoto et al. [30] proposed a hybrid signature-based
theme of anomaly detection. Hybridization was between the
genetic algorithm (GA) and ACO models. To predict the net-
work behavior of a given day, data of previous days are col-
lected andDenial of Service (DoS) andDistributedDoS (DDoS)
attacks are used in simulation. Thisway of flow analysis recurred
in [6] between ACO and PCA, the statistical procedure. There
is great potential of using other machine learning procedures
with ACO such as the decision trees and random forests [31].
Unfortunately, most of the yet reviewed ACO-based IDs omit-
ted the global framework of the searching algorithm except
ACSMiner [32] which took into account the impact of using
effective updating pheromone in IDS performance.

Particle swarm optimization

The model of PSO, developed by Eberhart and Kennedy in
1995 [33], is based on the social behavior of fish flocking and
bird schooling in their coordinated movement dynamics [33].
The synchronization of such group behavior was made by the
birds to maintain optimal distance between themselves and
their neighbors. There are three basic rules to control this nat-
ural optimization process. These are Collision Prevention, Speed
Adjustment andHerd Centering. The first rule is to avoid neigh-
bors by readjusting their physical position. The second rule is to
synchronize their speed with their neighbors. The third rule is
to stay close to their herdmates. Several PSO applications in the
field of anomaly detection can be recognized.

Lima et al. [7] presented the signature-based approach to
profile the normal network traffic behavior in real traffic envi-
ronment. Because of the powerful characteristics of PSO, for
example its low computational complexity, ability to escape
from local optima and small number of input parameters, it
was integrated to achieve high convergence rate. Poornian et al.
[6] represented a new optimized scheduling hybrid algorithm
named as GPSO. It is a combination of Gel algorithms and PSO.

Artificial bee colony

ABC simulates behavior of real bees and contains three groups
of bees for solving multimodal optimization and multidimen-
sional problems [34]. The three groups are onlookers, scouts
and employed bees. The behavior of honey bees can be cat-
egorized in terms of their responsibility and the work that
they carry. The bee is called as an onlooker if they are wait-
ing on the dance area for making decision to choose a food
source; if the bee revisited the pervious food source it is named
as an employed bee; and a scout bee where individual bees
search randomly without prior information for the location of
food.

In the ABC algorithm, the roles of employed bees, onlook-
ers and scout are interchangeable among the individuals; an
employed bee’s job is to mine and gather the required infor-
mation, while scouts exploit for new food sources, whereas
onlookers are in charge of sharing information with scouts and
employed bees by communicating in the dance area.

Firefly algorithm

The firefly algorithm (FA) is problem solvingmethod developed
by Yang and He [35] for the mathematical optimization and
engineering problems inspired by the flashing behavior of some
insects called fireflies. Flashing behavior is producing rhythmic
flashes through a process called bioluminescence which is a way
of direct communication to attract the prey and for defense from
predators. This intensity of light will guide the swarm of fireflies
toward their colleagues. Intensity of light is inversely propor-
tional to the distance from the light source. In FA [36], there
are three idealized rules which are the attractiveness regardless
of the gender, the attractiveness of high bright insects to the
lower bright ones and the objective function that simulates that
brightness. The FA are powerful and with distinct techniques in
the optimization of an objective function, especially for a wide
search space. The two models used the flow data in its anomaly
detection task. Good results have been gained with real world
data iwhich is the backbone of a university.

Cuckoo search optimization

Cuckoo search is a heuristic search algorithm [37]. This
algorithm operates based on the reproduction strategy of a bird
called the cuckoo. This cuckoo bird does not create a nest for
itself; therefore, it uses the nests of other birds to lay their own
eggs. This cuckoo bird has an ability to lay eggs just like the egg
of the host bird. It is one of the reinforcement in the cuckoo
bird. If the host bird discovers the eggs that are not hers, it dis-
poses the nest and it creates a newnest in some other places. The
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eggs’ size is bigger when compared with the host’s bird until the
cuckoo bird would hatch. Every cuckoo cares about his nest.

CSO and K-means [38,39] clustering is used as an anomaly
detection technique that performs two phases, namely that are
the training phase and the detection phase. Mean square error
and Silhouette Index methods are applied in as multi-objective
functions to evaluate the anomaly detection measure and the
classification measure.

Discussion

Several SI-based anomaly detection IDs are successfully applied.
This section summarizes this success through drawing certain
conclusions. Table 1 presents a conceptual comparison of some
of the previous review papers in the period (2011–2018). The
main goal of this summary is to highlight the uncovered subjects
in cyber security literature.

Table 1. Summary of similar review papers.

Review paper Year Index of publication Evolved paradigms Application domain ID phase
Notes related to SI and/or

anomaly-based IDs

[40] 2011 _Scopus _Swarm Int. IDS Any phase _SI-based IDS fail to take advantage
of the full potential of ACO for
classification

_Science Citation Index
Expanded (SCIE)

_PSO-based IDS have been studied
more than ACO-based ones
in combination with other ML
techniques

_it seems that SI-based IDS did not
benefit from the simplicity and
distribution characteristics of ACO in
designing fast and distributed IDS

[41] 2012 _Google Scholar _Swarm Int. IDS Any phase __ only focused on only two SI
techniques: ACO & PSO

[42] 2014 _Scopus Any cyber security
systems

Any phase _short conclusion

_Emerging Sources Citation
Index (ESCI)

_general description without
reviewing the literature

[43] 2015 _EBSCO _Evolutionary
Comp.

IDS Any phase _short conclusion

_Google Scholar _Swarm Int. _small number of reviewed SI papers
_Parallel
comp._Mach.
Learn._Graph DB

_low publication index

_Big Data analytics
[44] 2015 _EBSCO _Evolutionary

Comp.
IDS Any phase _little interest in literature on

parameter adaptation in SI-based
IDS

_Google Scholar_Scopus
_Emerging Sources Citation
Index (ESCI)

_Swarm Int. _little interest in literature on cloud
computing and big data analytics in
SI-based IDS

_an absence of metrics/ frameworks
for evaluating IDS

_mainly focused on ACO & PSO
[45] 2015 _Google Scholar_Scopus

_Emerging Sources Citation
Index (ESCI)

_Swarm Int. Outlier detection data exploring _mainly focused on ACO, BCO & PSO

[46] 2016 _Scopus _Evolutionary
Comp.

IDS Any phase _mainly focused on GA and GP
and ignored SI-based IDS that
standalone or hybridized

_Science Citation Index
Expanded (SCIE)

_Swarm Int. with machine learning

_Mach. Learn.
[16] 2016 _Scopus _Mach. Learn. Anomaly detection Any phase _totally ignored SI-based IDS

hybridized with machine learning
_Science Citation Index
Expanded (SCIE)

[47] 2016 _Scopus Any Anomaly detection Any phase _totally ignored SI-based IDS
hybridized with machine learning

[14] 2017 _Google Scholar _Swarm Int. IDS data classification __ only focused on only two SI
techniques: BA & PSO

_Scopus
[48] 2018 _Scopus _Bio-Inspired

Algorithms
cyber security
systems

data clustering __ little focused on SI techniques ACO
& PSO

_Science Citation Index
Expanded (SCIE)

data classification _an absence of anomaly-based
detection using SI

[49] 2018 _Scopus _hybrid algorithm IDS Any Phase - data filtered using the Vote algorithm
for feature reduction

_Science Citation Index
Expanded (SCIE)
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Table 1 includes the publishing index, involved paradigm
and application domain, the phase of intrusion detection and
strengths or weaknesses of the work carried out by other
researchers. Several online databases, especially those that are
indexed in Google Scholar, Scopus, ESCI and SCIE have listed
this work performed by other researchers.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of publications in this
domain by online databases which clearly indicate that the
growth rate in SCIE publications is the highest and Scopus is
the lowest in the last eight years compared to other databases.
It is obvious that most of covered subjects are about how the
SI-based methods are applied in IDS in general. The involved
methodologies that are discussed in such existing works were
distributed on evolutionary computing, swarm intelligence,
parallel computing, machine learning, graph database and big
data analytics. Any methodology is applied according to the
cyberspace for which it was designed. Four cyberspace domains
are covered by these review papers: they are Intrusion Detec-
tion, Cyber-security, Outlier Detection and Anomaly detection
as depicted in Figure 3. This figure clearly shows that intrusion
detection and cyber security are covered by all the methodolo-
gies and anomaly detection techniques.

Table 1 contains the IDphase forwhich the perspective archi-
tecture was designed. For example, swarm intelligence and bio-
inspired methods applied for data exploring phase are reviewed
in [45] and for the data classification phase in [14,48], respec-
tively. It can be witnessed that in all given cases, the SI architec-
ture can be applied for all phases and any application domain
of cyber-security. This confirms that the role of SI in preventing
network attacks has been explored for ID in general rather than
explored for specific ID phase or ID application domain. One
can notice that the previous review work focused two or three
SI models and neglected the potential role of other models. This
review paper has benefited from such drawbacks as shown in
Table 2 which summarizes swarm-based methods in Anomaly
Detection.

Table 2 consists the following entries: name of the SImethod,
the diversity mechanism utilized to guide the search, data set
used in verification, the type of attack, the performance met-
rics and the limitations in each applied SI method. From the

Figure 2. Thedistributionof reviewpapers according to their indexof publications
(2011–2018).

Intrsuion Detection

Cyber-Security

Outlier Detection

Anomaly detection

Figure 3. The distribution of review papers according to their involved paradigm
(2011–2018).

first entry one can notice that ACO is widely integrated with
the IDS architecture as shown in Figure 4. The diversity mech-
anism entry shows clearly that most of the existing work rely
on hybridization either with standard anomaly detection tech-
niques as in references [7,50,52] or with other SI models as in
references [51,56].

Thus, diversity-wise proposals should be contributed in the
future to address this gap as the exploration and exploitation
trade-off is critical in the design of such search methods. Fewer
attacks and data sets, on the other hand, are seen in the exper-
imental design of existing SI-based IDS. For the data sets part,
NSL-KDDwas in the background. This may produce one-sided
vision about collected data and not reflect real world situations.
For the attacks’ part, Figure 5 shows that DoS, U2R, Probe and
R2L are highly tackled attacks among all cases and DDoS is the
lowest.

Conclusion

The IoT environment requires lightweight anomaly-based IDS
for their security. This paper focuses on the application of the SI
technique in anomaly detection as they are the simple yet algo-
rithms for this purpose. A comprehensive conceptual analysis
of the methods that perform effective anomaly detection is pre-
sented. The paper highlights the neglected aspects that other
studies have not covered to the best of our knowledge. Anal-
ysis of these methods, along with tabulations of their specific
working models, performance metrics, efficiency, robustness,
diversity of search and accuracy levels are discussed in detail.
This review comes out with several conclusions. Firstly, there
are many aspects of SI-based techniques that remain unex-
plored. Secondly, existing SI-based anomaly detection solu-
tions failed to take advantage of the full potential of SI for
the detection. Thirdly, PSO-oriented approaches were exten-
sively studied compared with ACO and other recently estab-
lished SI models. Fourthly, more awareness should be taken
to activate the role of diversity of search to provide excellent
DRs.

Disclosure statement
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Table 2. Summary of swarm-based anomaly detection techniques.

Ref. Year
The name
of SI tech. Diversity tech. Data set Type of attack

Efficiency:
high DR &
low FAR Objs/limits

[7] 2010 PSO _hybridizing with k-means Real collected data NA DR = 99.13,
FAR = 5.02

_ type of attacks did not
determined

_comparisons: no
[50] 2012 FA _hybridizing with k-means Real collected data NA FPR = 20% _ less efficient than the rate

achieved by other methods
TPR = 80%

[51] 2015 ABC+ PSO _hybridizing two global search
methods

KDDCup’99 DoS, U2R, Probe,
R2L,

DR = 98.67 _comparisons: yes

_objs: select traffic features to
predict the ID problem

[52] 2015 PSO __ apply PSO to tuning the
parameters of MCLP model

KDD CUP 99 DoS, U2R, Probe,
R2L,

DR = 99.13, _comparisons: yes

FAR = 1.947 _obs: to improve the efficiency of
attack detection

[30] 2015 ACO Generating a near-optimal
characterization for
networks using GA and
DSNSF

Real collected data DoS and DDoS Correlation Coefficient
and Normalized
Square Mean Error

_uses a signature-based ID
methodology which is different
from the theme of anomaly
detection

[53] 2015 FA Introduced Firefly
Algorithm(FA) and GA
to detect network anomalies

Data collected from
a university

DoS and DDoS TPR of FA = 77.4% _yes both models had a great
performance

FPR of with a minimum detection of false
alarms

FA = 0.4%
[29] 2016 ACO _ the length of selected feature

vector used as a heuristic
function and performance
metrics

KDD Cup 99 and
NSL-KDD

DoS, U2R, Probe,
R2L,

DR = 98, _comparisons: yes

FAR = 1 _obs: to identify important
features in building an intrusion
detection system

_in spite of using ACO to speed up
the convergence, the proposed
model used Ant System variant
model which is not one of the
best ACOmodels

[54] 2016 PSO Proposed an ID framework
based on time-varying
chaos PSO

NSL-KDD DoS, Probe, U2R,
and R2L,

DR = 97.23 _yes

combined with MCLP and SVM FAR = 2.41 Compared with other existing
model and claimed for better
performance than others.

[6] 2016 ACO Creating a model which
characterize the normal
traffic

Real collected data DDoS and Flash
Crowds

TPR = 92% _yes

behavior called DSNSF FPR = 21% Compared the result of PCADS with
ACODS and PCADS performed
better than ACODS

For ACODS
FPR = 24%

[31] 2017 ACO Proposed a new developed Ant
Tree miner (ATM) method for
intrusion detection

The NSL-KDD data
set

Probe, ACC. = 78% Yes Compared with J48, Random
Tree,

U2R, R2L, Dos Low FAR, with DR over
90%

SVM and M-Layer Perceptron.

[55] 2017 CS Proposed a robust anomaly
detection technique,
Fuzzified Cuckoo-based
Clustering Technique
(F-CBCT)

The NSL-KDD DoS, Probe U2R DR = 96.86%, _Yes compared with the other
state-of-the-art techniques

R2L FPR = 1.297%
[56] 2018 ABC+Other SI propose a new hybrid

classification method based
on ABC and AFS. The FCM
and CFS techniques to divide
the training data set.

NSL-KDD and
UNSW-NB15

DoS, U2R, Probe,
R2L

DR = 99%FPR =
0.01%

_yes comparing the proposed
method with other state-of-the-
art techniques

99%
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Figure 4. Types of involved attacks (2010–2018).
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Figure 5. The distribution of the SI-based IDS in the period (2010–2018).
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